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2 December 2019 

 

 

Update in respect of proposed Secondary Offer in Pengana Private Equity Trust (ASX: PE1) 

 

 

Dear Investor 

On 23 October 2019 I wrote to inform you that Pengana Capital Group Limited (“Pengana”, ASX: PCG) announced 
the intention1 to offer additional units (“Units”) in the Pengana Private Equity Trust (ASX: PE1) in the first quarter of 
the 2020 calendar year ("Secondary Offer"). Over the past several weeks we have continued work on the 
Secondary Offer and I am pleased to be able to provide you with an update as well as additional details.  

 

Offer Structure 

It is our intention for the Secondary Offer to comprise predominantly of an entitlement offer (“Entitlement Offer”) to 
existing PE1 Unitholders (“Unitholders”) and a smaller amount in a placement (the “Placement”). Under the terms 
of the Entitlement Offer, Unitholders will have the right to subscribe for the new Units in proportion to their holdings 
(as on the record date which is expected to be in early February 2020). Any Units that are offered under the 
Entitlement Offer but not allocated to existing Unitholders, will then be offered to select other investors (the 
“Shortfall Offer”).  

Since listing earlier this year, we have been particularly pleased with movements in the PE1 unit price. Not only has 
the price risen strongly, but the units have also traded predominantly at a premium to net asset value (“NAV”). In 
our view, this performance is due to a multitude of factors, including  

• The uniqueness of the investment, being the only global private equity vehicle listed on the ASX; 
• An increasing demand in Australia for global private equity investments; 
• GCM Grosvenor’s strength as investment manager and the quality of the investments in the portfolio; and  
• Importantly, the composition of the Unitholder base which is dominated by financial advisors and to a 

lesser extent high-net-worth investors who have direct relationships with Pengana.  

Pengana is firmly focussed on aiming to have a continuing positive experience for our Unitholders. It is 
therefore, our intention that all Units available under both the Placement as well as the Shortfall Offer will 
be allocated only to investors who are more likely to invest in PE1 over the long term, comprising mostly of 
clients of high-quality financial advisors as well as to existing investors and shareholders across the 
Pengana business.  We have no intention to offer the new Units to the general market i.e. there will be no 
general public offer.  

  

                                                
1 The intention is that of Pengana’s wholly-owned subsidiary, Pengana Investment Management Limited (“PIML”) 
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Benefits to Existing Unitholders 

As highlighted in our previous communication, existing PE1 investors would benefit from the Secondary 
Offer of additional units in three ways: 

• An entitlement offer that will enable existing Unitholders to increase their investment, without 
having to buy on-market; 

• Increased size of PE1 and thereby increased liquidity for their holdings; and 
• A Loyalty Benefit Program entirely paid for by Pengana. 

The proposed Loyalty Benefit Program is a unique innovation by Pengana, reflecting the high value that we place 
on the loyalty of our supporters. To our knowledge, this is the first time ever that existing investors in a vehicle will 
benefit in this manner from an additional capital raising.  

It is proposed that the Loyalty Benefit Program will be available only to investors who hold PE1 units as at the 
closing date of the Secondary Offer (“Eligible Investors”), regardless of whether they participate in the Secondary 
Offer. Under the proposed Loyalty Benefit Program, if an Eligible Investor retains their pre-Secondary Offer 
unitholding for four months after the closing date of the Secondary Offer, the Eligible Investor will receive additional 
PE1 units that are fully paid for by PCG ("Loyalty Units"). 

It is proposed that the number of Loyalty Units to be issued pro rata to all Eligible Investors will be 1% of 
the aggregate unitholding of Eligible Investors per $100m raised under the Secondary Offer. For example, if 
$200m is raised under the Secondary Offer, then the percentage will be 2.0%; if $350m is raised under the 
Secondary Offer, then the percentage will be 3.5%, and so on. 

 

Size of the Offer 

PCG is yet to determine the maximum amount (the “Limit”) to be raised under the Secondary Offer. We are 
currently in the process of assessing potential demand from our existing Unitholders as well as from key high-
quality financial advisors and will use these indications as the basis for setting the Limit. A key aim of the 
Secondary Offer is to make sufficient Units available to selected financial advisors in order to enable them to 
achieve desired allocations for their client portfolios.  

We note that whilst there is a compelling financial benefit to PCG in raising additional units, we intend to 
manage this raising carefully by setting the Limit at a level that we think will result in a continuing strong 
unit price performance following the Secondary Offer. We aim to accomplish this result by firstly giving existing 
investors and advisors the opportunity to increase their holdings in the vehicle, secondly by attracting new financial 
advisors and their clients, thirdly by targeting the allocation of Units under the Shortfall Offer and the Placement 
predominantly to investors who are more likely to invest in PE1 over the long term and finally by limiting the size of 
the offer so as not to flood the market with excess units and thereby create the risk of a future supply demand 
imbalance. Details regarding the Limit are expected to be released to the market in mid-December.  
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Issue Price 

It is currently proposed that the offer price for Units offered under the Secondary Offer (“Offer ‘Price”) will be set at 
approximately the NAV per Unit at the time of the Secondary Offer. More details regarding the Offer Price will be 
provided at a later date. In our view, the prospect of acquiring units at NAV should provide all those subscribing to 
the Secondary Offer a significant additional incentive.  

 

Dates 

It is our intention to open the Secondary Offer on 24 February 2020 and to close a month later. National roadshows 
will likely begin in the 2nd week of February including presentations directly from GCM Grosvenor in major cities 
across the country. It is proposed that the roadshow events will only be open to current PE1 unitholders, key 
financial advisors, existing Pengana investors and shareholders, and selected wholesale investors. Further 
information regarding the roadshow events will be made available over the coming weeks.  

To secure a place at your preferred event, please register your interest at www.pengana.com/pe1 

I look forward to catching up with you at one of the roadshow events.  

 

Yours sincerely 

 

Russel Pillemer 
Chief Executive Officer, Pengana Capital Group 
Executive Director, Pengana Investment Management Limited  
 
All Enquiries: Paula Ferrao  

Pengana Capital Group 

  paula.ferrao@pengana.com  
+61 2 8524 9900           

      
Important Information 

The information in respect of PE1 has been prepared by Pengana Investment Management Limited ("Pengana") (ABN 69 063 081 612, AFSL 
219 462) as the issuer of units in the Pengana Private Equity Trust (ARSN 630 923 643) ("PE1" or "Trust").  The information does not contain 
any investment recommendation or investment advice and has been prepared without taking account of any person’s objectives, financial 
situation or needs.  It is general information only and should not be considered investment advice and should not be relied on as an investment 
recommendation. Therefore, before acting on the information in this report a person should consider the appropriateness of the information, 
having regard to their objectives, financial situation and needs. 

None of Pengana, Grosvenor Capital Management, L.P. ("Grosvenor"), or their related entities, directors, partners or officers guarantees the 
performance of, or the repayment of capital, or income invested in the Trust. An investment in the Trust is subject to investment risk including a 
possible delay in repayment and loss of income and principal invested. 

A Product Disclosure Statement for the Secondary Offer ("PDS") will be available when the Secondary Offer opens. The PDS will be available 
from our distribution team and our website. Anyone considering participating in the Secondary Offer should obtain a copy of the PDS and should 
consider the PDS carefully before deciding whether to acquire, or to continue to hold, or to make any other decision in respect of, the units in the 
Trust. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of past performance.  The value of investments can go up and down. 


